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ABSTR1ICT

VOl:timetel:s coll!>isting of vanes rotating about pipe axes al:e fl:equently used to
indiGate the swirl present in pump columns and feed lines from su~ps and in piping
networks. Since the design of such devices varies widely, the study described
herein was undertaken to identify salient design parameters and to evaluate a
device designed according to info~ation available in the literature.
lin apparatus ,·,hieh could produce known amounts of angular momenlum in a pipeline
was verified by direct measurement of axial and tangential velocity profiles. By
using the assumption that a vortimetcr, with vanes spanning only the rotational
core, responded to an equivalent solid rotational core, an expression was develop
ed relating the angular velocity to the angular momentum. Comparison of the angu
lar velocity Which the swirl generator should pr~luce if angular momentum were
conserved to that Measured by the vortiMeter showed excellent agreel':lent.
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INTRODUCTION
Measuring devices consisting of axially aligned vanes allowed to freely rotate
about an axial shaft are frequently used as indicators of the swirl in circular
pipes. Such devices are often called crossed-vane swirl meters, or more simply
vortimeters. They are widely used in experimental studies of sump exit lines as
indicators of vortex activity in the sump and in pump approach lines to indicate
pre-swirl.
Hopkins and Sorensen (1) used a 1 inch diameter vortimeter to measure the rotatio
nal speed in free vortex cores associated with trailing vortices of air-foils.
Kreith and Sonju (2) used vortimeters of diameters 0.74 and 1.48 in. in pipelines
of 1 and 2 in. diameters, respectively, to s·tudy turbulent swirling flow at vari
ous Reynolds numbers. The rotational speed of the vortimeter was used to compute
the angular momentum of the flo\> which compared well with their analytical pre
dictions.
Hattersley (3) used a vortimeter to measure the swirl in the suction pipe of a
water intake model. According to Hattersley, the vanes mechanically averaged the
radial distribution of swirl. He introduced the "indicated swirl parameter" or
inverse tangent of the ratio of tip speed to pipe average velocity. Baker and
Sayer (4), also used vortimeters to measure the decay of swirling flow in pipe
lines of 1 in. diameter in a situation similar to that of Kreith and Sonju.
Inasmuch as the geometry of the devices used in the above studies as well as in
our own studies has varied greatly depending upon the investigators' preferences,
this study was undertaken to identify salient design parameters. 11 vortimeter was
designed and fabricated in accordance with infonnation available in the litera
ture. The performance of this vortimeter was characterized and the flow field
documented so that the design hypothesis could be tested. An apparatus was con
structed in which pipe flows with adjustable amounts of swirl could be obtained.
Water froln a reservoir entered the pipes through adjustable guide 'Jne~. Axial
and tangential velocity profiles could be measured with directional probes and
vortimeters could be placed in the pipelines.
Flow Field
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AXIAL AND TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES
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Fig. 1

The nature vf swirling flow in a pipe
is indicated ~n Figure 1. The tangen
tial velocity, vCr) increases, somewhat
linearly, to a maximum at radius ) and
then decays to zero at the pipe wall, R.
The central region, or core, then is in
nearly solid rotation about the pipe
axis as pointed out by Baker and Sayer
(4) and Kreith and Sonju (2). The axial
velocity profile, u(r), is distorted
from that of fully developed non-swirl
ing flow because of the radial pressure
gradient. A maximum value is reached
at radius r 2 with the velocity at the
wall being zero and the velocity on the
pipe axis being less than the maximum
and, on occasion, less than zero.
The swirl angl!:.' ~, is the angle that
the velocity, U, makes with the axial
direction". In terms of the velocity
components
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v(r)!u(r)

(1)

and, in general, • will be a function of radial location.
~It

is customary to use this definition rather than the momentum ratio.

vortimetcr Design
The purpose of using a vortimeter is to measure the rotation rate of the core of
the tangentially swirling flow. Since the core is only nearly in solid rotation
and, in many applications, might not be exactly centered, such a device will give
some indication of the rotation rate only. In any event, it seemed clear that the
vortimeter blades ought not extend to radii larger than r , because torque would
l
then be transfer~ed fro~ the core region to the wall region, thus lowering rota
tional speed. On the other hand, the blades ought to cover most of the expected
core region in order to respond to the average swirl and capture any Slightly
eccentric flows.
Measurements of Kreith and Sonju (2) and Baker and Sayer (41 indicated that the
central core of pipe flow rotated more or less as solid rotation with a tangential
velocity maximum at 70 to 80\ of the distance from centerline to wall. eased on
these values, a blade length of 75\ of the pipe radius was chosen. Prior experi
enCe with this type of device indicated that the blade chord needed to be 1 to 2
times the pipe radius in order to consistently avoid the effect of bearing fric
tion. In this case, however, we sought to minimi~e the chord in order to miniMi~e
the perturbation on the velocity profiles. To this end, a fully wetted ball bear
ing support system was fabricated and the chord chosen at 75\ of the pipe radius,
giving an aspect ratio of 1.0.
Analysis
The methodolOgy employed to cvaluate vortimeter performance utilized a swirl ge
nerator to produce known angular momentum in the pipeline. The ability of the
swirl generator to produce known angular momentum was verified by measuring the
velocity distributions.
Since the detailS of interaction of thc vortimetcr with the swirling flow were
not known, it was assumed that the vortimeter rotated as if in a core solidly
,otating wi.th the net angUlar momentum of the swirling flow. By gener... li7.ing the
measured velocity profiles as power law functions, it w... s possible to relate the
angular speed of the vortimete, to the vane angle setting of the swirl generator.
The angular momentum flux, L, across a control Surface can be found by integrat
ing the product of the angular momentum of a particle by the component velocity
over the surface

L

=

Lr
p

x

U

(n . Ul

d1\

(2)

Experimentally, the swirling flows were gcnerated using radial inflow and guide
vanes at an angle of Gin from the radial direction. Performing the integration
and using the volume flowrate Qin = IUincos 6 in l 211r II and the inlet area 1\ ~
211r
H gives
in
r

in
A.

which is easily evaluated for a given

'"
test

tan 0in
setup.

The angular momentum flux in the pipe is similarly evaluated as
L _
p

2~

P JR u(r) vCr) r 2 dr
o

and measured profiles will be incorporated before integration.
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The experimental apparatus consisted of 7 ft long, 4 in. or 6 in. (15.7cm or
23.6cm) diameter lucite pip~s, which were connected to a constant head tank, Fi
gure 2. The initial swirli~g flow was introduced by a swirl generator, Figure 3,
with adjustable guide vanes at the inlet. A calibrated orifice meter (6 = 0.70)
and a control valve were located downstream of the test section. The vortimeters
were placed at a distance of 4 pipe diameters from the flow inlet. Velocity mea
surements were made at a distance of 2 pipe diameters from the inlet.
Each swirl generator consisted of 16 adjustable vanes in a peripheral arrangement,
which could be adjusted to inlet angles between O· and 70°. The cover plate and
center cone were designed to guide the inflow from the perpheral entrance into
the test section.
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Fig. 3

Experimental Apparatus

Swirl Generat:>r
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Point velocities were measured using calibrated three-hole pitot probes to find
both magnitude and direction. The probes were inserted into the pipe through a
fitting on the pipe wall and traversed along radii. The probes could be rotated
about their axes to align the center hole with the stream direction. The angle
thus measured was what is commonly called the swirl angle at that point. Rota
tion of the vortimeter was detected using photo-electric cells and a digital
counter. Additionally, dye could be injected at various locations for a flow
pattern observation. Photographs of the flow patterns as well as further details
regardi~g measured velocity profiles can be found in Lee (5).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Tests were conducted using both 4 in. and 6 in. diameter test sections with ap
propriate vortimeters over a range of flows such that the Reynolds numbers varied
from lO~ to 10 5 based on the measured average pipe flowrate while the inlet swirl
angle was varied over the range from O· to 50·.
The velocity profiles were found to be symmetric about the pipe centerline. The
rotational core region extended from the center of the pipe outward to a variable
distance, rl < R, where the maximum tangential velocity was reached. Because of
the presence of the rotational core region, the axial velocity profile was dis
torted from the fully developed, non-swirling turbulent flow. In general, the
axial velocity profiles were similar to the tangential velocity profiles inasmuch
as the maximum velocity occurred between the pipe center and the pipe wall. At
low swirl levels, the minimum axial velocity was at the center of the pipe, while
reverse flow was obServed for high swirl. The location of the maximum tangential
velocity clearly defined the boundary between the rotational core within the inner
flow region and the irrotational flow pattern at the outer region of the pipe
cross-section. The area of the rotational core region was found to be strongly
dependent on the amount of swirl present in the flow field; the core region en
compassed about 30\ of the pipe radius at a low swirl and 75% of the pipe radius
distance at a high swirl. The tangential velocity profile was nearly linear
with radius in the core region.
The radial distribution of swirl
angle, found from the tangential
and axial velocity measurements,
is shown in Figure 4. The swirl
angles increased as the pipe
axis was approached and as
guide vane angle was increased.
Reverse flow occurred when the
swirl angle reached a value of
~ ~ 90·.
The onset of reversed
flow was in proportion to the
inlet swirl angle. The flow
pattern was observed by inject
ing dye which showed that
highly swirling flows sud
denly exhibit vortex break
down. When the inlet vane
setting was greater than 40·,
water vapor appeared in the
reverse flow region. Under
reversed flow conditions,
the effective flow area was
substantially reduced,
highly distorting the axial
velocity profile and reduc
ing the flowrate.
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In order to correlate vortimeter angu
lar velocities with inlet guide vane
settings, two velocity functions were
generated from measured velocity pro
files. Typical tangential profiles
are shown in Figure 5 for a guide vane
setting of 30° and pipe Reynplds numbers
of 1.8 x 10~ and 7.08 x 10~. The tan
gential velocity profile was approximat
ed by the power law function
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Dimensionless Tangential Velocity
Distribution of Swirling Flow in Pipe

The maximum tangential velocity, V max '
was linearly related to the rotational
speed, N, as Vmax - 2w N r v '

The axial velocity profiles were found to be similar to the tangential velocity
profiles except that the velocity at the pipe center varied from positive to
negative (reverse flow) depending on the swirl angle. For the axial velocity
profile, the approximate funct'on
3.25

1.25
u(r)

- (r/R)

2.96 [(r/R)

1

U

max

(6)

was used.
This profile was verified by computing
the ratio of the flowrate, Qc' compar
ed to the measured flowrate (Qm)' For
all tests, this ratio was approximately
92.5\ and seemed satisfactory for
these purposes. The maximum axial
velocity u
was related to the
max.
average veLoc1ty
as Ku = Urnax / u ave '
which depended on the swirl angle,
Figure 6, approximately as
K

_ 1 + 0.054 (6)°·54
u

(7)
INLET VANE ANGLE.

Using Equations (3), (5), (6), and
(7), the average rotational speed
of the swirling flow core region
can be predicted.
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The 45° straight line plot of the rotational speed, Nv ' versus the vortimeter
measured speed Nm, Figure 7, indicated that the vortirneter linearly responded to
the rotational motion of the core region in the swirling pipe flow. This implies
that the vortimeter correctly indicates angular momentum.
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Additionally, the angular momen
tum of the swirling flow was cal
culated using the equations re
presenting the velocity profiles
within a distance of five pipe
diameters. The results indicated
that the circulation was conserv
ed. The rotational motion of the
core region dominated the flow
field. Velocity retardation on
and near the pipe wall did not
significantly retard the axial
circulation or angular momentum
of the swirling flow in a pipe
in the region of interest.
Example

Vortimeters are frequeptly used
to indicate the swirl in the out
CALCUlATED ROTATIONAL SPEED 0< VORTEX CORE. N. "0." . . . 1
let conduits of hydraulic models.
Swirl is associated with free
Fig. 7
Vortimeter Test Results
surface and submerged vortex for
mation in containment sumps, pump
ed storage inlets, and circulating pump sumps.
Figure 8 shows an experiment,
Dharwadkar (6), designed to permit investigation of the effect of vorticity pro
duction in an approach channel on the swirl in a vertical pump column. Flow ap
proached the inlet channel from a large tank so that, in the absence of any
blockage, the vorticity flux was
primarily due to boundary layers
on the channel bottom and side
walls. Despite efforts to ensure
symmetry of the channel flow,
Figure 9 shows that swirl was
present in the pump column. This
behavior is typical of outlets
at the end of symmetrical chan
nels in that the flow pattern is
bi-stable due to an interaction
of the vortex flow in the vici
nity of the inlet with the ap
proach flow. By temporarily
I
blocking a portion of the chan
'.$ I,
01&101
nel, a steady rotational flow
of either direction with result
ing swirl in the outlet pipe
4 on
can be set up. For a given con
1102eml
figuration, slight geometrical
asymmetries combined with back
ground flows in the supply re
Experimental Pump Sump
Fig. 8
servoir give rise to consistent
bias in the swirl angle.
For the experiment shown, various blockages were added to the side walls of the
approach channel to upset the velocity profile. Blockage of 20\ of the channel
width, from either side, caused only small changes in the swirl parameter as mea
sured by the vortimeter. Increasing the blockage widths to approximately 40\ of
the channel width caused rapid increases in the measured swirl.
The data are
nearly symmetrical if the bias swirl with no blockage is removed indicating that
the bias is caused either by background vorticity in the reservoir or by the
boundary layer on the channel bottom.
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Swirl Angle versus Blockage

CONCLUSIONS
Vortimeters which span approximately 75% of a pipe are good indicators of the
angular momentum present in pipe flow at least when the flow is symmetric about
the centerline. Equivalently, they are good indicators of the average swirl angle.
For most of the measurements, the extent of the core region turned out to encom
pass significantly less than 75% of the pipeline. Nonetheless, the vortimeter
correlation was still good.
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